
  

  
Abstract—Real-time systems demand functional as well as 

temporal correctness. Complex interactions with the 
environment and strict adherence to time bounds are main 
characteristics of these systems. The use of formal methods is a 
natural choice for real-time system development. Formal 
models are more rigorous in nature and ensure completeness. If 
a system is highly sensitive to time delays, time behaviour of 
real-time system must be specified through formal languages. 
Petri nets, state charts and UML can be used to represent time 
behaviour, but these techniques are lesser effective than formal 
languages.  The strength of formal languages depends upon 
completeness and possibility of partial mathematical 
verification. In order to study time behaviour, we have surveyed 
existing formal languages used to model real-time systems. We 
have selected typical languages that are supposed to represent 
entire set of real-time formal languages. Some parameters are 
defined to critically evaluate these languages. We have analysed 
and compared formal languages for real-time systems using our 
defined evaluation criteria. As a result of our analysis, we 
conclude that all languages incorporate special constructs to 
capture time behaviour. Effectiveness of these constructs can be 
compared on the basis of the capability of the languages to 
specify time domain. We also conclude that there is an ardent 
need to standardise formal languages used to specify real-time 
systems.  

 
Index Terms—Formal languages, real-time systems, 

temporal logic, first order logic, mathematical verification, time 
domains, semantics and ontology. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A real-time system is one whose functionalities are 

bounded to timely response. Performance and effectiveness 
of such systems is dependent on time constrained behaviour. 
Occurrence of certain specified functionality is not the only 
objective; this occurrence must lie within specified 
time-frame. Timely occurrence of response guarantees 
success and any deviation from time constrained occurrence 
may cause unbearable loss. Controller of nuclear power 
plants is one of such examples where any delayed response 
may cause catastrophe. Modelling of real-time systems 
requires well defined languages and methods [30]. A 
language used to specify real-time systems must be capable 
to explicitly represent time dependent behaviour. An ideal 
formal language must also have additional features of 
readability, simplicity and non-ambiguity.  Real-time 
systems can be categorised as hard real-time systems and soft 
real-time systems.  However, degree of criticality of the 
real-time systems is directly related to its time dependent 
behaviour. In soft real-time systems, a delay may affect 
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performance but hard real-time systems can never tolerate 
any such delay and may lead to disastrous conditions [22]- 
[24]. 

With the increasing use of real-time systems, need to 
carefully specify and model these systems to avoid hazards 
have also increased. Real-time systems are hard to model 
with informal methods due to implicit, complicated and 
critical timing relationships involved. Formal modelling is a 
natural choice for these systems. The reason is that formal 
methods are more rigorous in nature and explore every 
possibility to ensure completeness and correctness.  Formal 
techniques mainly include process algebras, temporal logic, 
automata theoretic techniques, petri-nets and partial order 
models. [27]-[30]. 

In this study we have selected RML[3][14], Telos[15], 
ERAE[30], ForSpec Temporal Logic [2], TRIO [6], 
TRIO+[10]-[12], ASTRAL[18], [19], RT-Z, TCOZ [1], [26] 
and mode charts[8][36] for evaluation and comparative study. 
RML and Telos specify time dependent behavior by 
incorporating time constructs as extensions. Other languages 
are excluded either due to similarity with these languages or 
inability to specify real-time systems. RT-UML and petri nets 
are excluded due to undefined semantics [37], [38].  

 

II. EVALUATION AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS 
A brief introduction of each modelling languages is given 

prior to their comparison and are later analysed and evaluated 
against pre-defined frame work. Table 1 describes the 
detailed comparison of formal languages. 

A.  RML 
RML provides an object-oriented frame work where 

objects are grouped into classes and these classes are instances 
of meta-classes. An ontology consisting of entity, activity and 
assertion concepts is used in RML for requirement modelling. 
Concept assertion basically makes RML a formal modelling 
language. Binary relations (constructs) are used to relate these 
objects. These objects are further grouped into generalised or 
specialised classes. Formal Semantics for RML contain set of 
assertion in first order predicate calculus. In order to represent 
time, RML uses linear, dense model of time points and 
history-oriented modeling of an application [3]. 

RML assumes that entity, activity, and assertion are built-in 
features of language. This factor reduces the expressiveness of 
RML to customise the language to specific classes. This can 
be achieved if notions other than entity, activity and assertion 
can be defined by dispelling the impression of “fixed” world. 
These inadequacies of RML were addressed in its successor 
Telo [18]. RML is unable to model non-functional 
requirements.  It has adopted interval based ontology to model 
instead of temporal logic [3]. 
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TABLE I: A COMPARISON OF FORMAL LANGUAGES 

RML is an assertion based language, which uses first order 
predicate calculus and represents dense time domain only. 
Constructs used in RML are Hold and Overlap through 
Boolean connectives. RML supports object-oriented 
framework.  Due to simplicity of the time related constructs 
and inability to express more complex systems, degree of ease 
to test is quite high for RML. 

B.  Telos 
Telos is a successor of RML and has the ability to specify 

complex systems. ERAE model is successor of Telos and 
more expressive than Telos [30]. 

Telo has seven constructs to specify time which are equal, 
meets, before, overlaps, during, starts, and ends. “Hold” 
construct of RML is not present in Telos. However, Telos is 
more expressive in terms of capturing time related behaviour 
than RML. Telos uses first order logic with existential and 
universal quantifiers and is based on linear time temporal 
logic. Telos supports reason with deductive rules and axioms. 
Telos can be used to specify complex systems. However, the 
ease to test is high for Telos as well. Telos can specify discrete 
time domain. There are no mechanical verification tools to 
partially verify Telos [15][30]. 

C. TRIO and TRIO+ 
TRIO builds on events and relationship between these 

events. There are classes in TRIO specification and these 
classes are expressed with formulae. These formulae can be 
either axioms or derived and are grouped into classes. TRIO 
has first order, linear time temporal logic. TRIO specifications 
suit small systems and complicated systems are specifications 
require certain extensions in it. TRIO is not object oriented 
and can’t implement inheritance, abstraction and information 
hiding. TRIO+ extends TRIO, is object-oriented, more 
expressive and is suited for large and complicated 
specifications. The constructs of TRIO+ have narrowed the 
gap between early requirements and the high level design [6]- 
[16]. 

TRIO can be used for dense or discrete time domain and is 
un-decidable. However, a subset of TRIO, PLTLB 
Propositional Linear Time Temporal Logic is decidable. 
TRIO allows mechanical verification through automatic or 
semi automatic approaches, e.g., SPIN. The semantic of TRIO 
is Model Parametric Semantic. TRIO has the ability to cope 
with any time model [6]. 

The environment for TRIO can be viewed as a machine 
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level language rather than specification language. Therefore, 
TRIO is very hard to read or understand. In TRIO, 
specifications can neither be modularized nor has means to 
represent it as levels of hierarchies. TRIO is best suited for 
machine level representations to be used in specifications [6]. 

The concept of assumption about the environment, ability 
to specify critical requirements and proof system for 
modularized specifications are not found in TRIO [18][19]. 

Degree of ease to test TRIO is very high due to presence of 
extra payload carried to make the specifications executable. 
These specifications are helpful to remove any inconsistency 
between the requirements and model. Basic version of TRIO 
was not scalable, however, with the advent of TRIO+ issue of 
modelling complex and large systems has been resolved.  
TRIO uses first order logic, can specify all types of domain 
models, and has linear time temporal logic. It has the ability to 
specify object oriented framework. A decidable subset as 
discussed earlier can be verified mathematically through 
tableaux method.  It deviates from classical temporal logic in 
the sense that it allows quantitative reasoning about time. 
Constructs used in TRIO are alwF, alwP, somF, somP, 
sometimes, always, lasts, lasted, until, since, untilw, sincew, 
before [6], [11], [12]. 

D.  ASTRAL 
ASTRAL emerged from ASLAN [13] and RT-ASLAN [9]. 

There is a strong influence of these languages on ASTRAL. 
ASTRAL has borrowed not only the language but also the 
proof checking from RT-ASLAN. A state machine model is 
used in ASTRAL which comprises of variables, invariants, 
transitions and constraints. The concept of assumption about 
the environment, ability to specify critical requirements and 
proof system for modularized specifications are found in 
ASTRAL [4]. 

 ASTRAL is not a machine level language and can specify 
the higher level design. Model of ASTRAL comprises a single 
global specification and collection of state machines. ASLAN 
has the means to model hierarchy and modularity in 
specifications.  ASTRAL has also inherited this from 
ASLAN. 

In order to make the specifications of the ASTRAL 
executable, it can be translated into TRIO. Logic and time 
representations of ASTRAL are borrowed from TRIO. 
ASTRAL lacks the ability to specify object oriented concepts. 
There is a need to extend ASTRAL to incorporate these 
concepts. However, ASTRAL can be used to model large and 
complicated systems and is scalable. ASTRAL supports 
layered compositional and executable specifications [18], 
[19]. 

ASTRAL is partially verifiable and uses the proof checking 
of RT-ASLAN. It can specify all types of time domains and is 
more expressive than TRIO.   

E. Forspec Temporal Language (FTL) 
ForSpec uses linear time logic (LTL) and is based on higher 

order logic. It can captures all time domains and is quite 
expressive than classical Linear time logic. It allows temporal 
connectivity through time windows addresses inability of 
LTL to specify past connectivity. FTL takes past connectivity 
as boolean rather than temporal connectivity. Constructs used 
are prop, future (b), past (b,n), next, wnext, eventually, 
globally, until and wuntill and connectives used are !, ||, &&, 

implies, iff  [2]. 
ForSpec is unable to specify object-oriented framework 

and this area requires further efforts to make the language 
compatible with other contemporary languages. ForSpec is 
difficult to test and requires high level of skill for 
understanding the logic contained and to generate test paths 
and test data. ForSpec is partially verifiable. 

F. RT-Z and TCOZ 
RT-Z is real-time Object-Z whereas Time Communicating 

Object-Z (TC-OZ) resulted after blending Object-Z and 
Timed-CSP. Timed-CSP is an algebraic specification 
language. Timed-CSP is an extension to CSP which has the 
ability to specify real-time systems.  RT-Z has Time Refined 
Calculus of Z specifications to incorporate time. RT-Z has 
great similarity to VDM++. It is an object oriented modelling 
language. It has the ability to modularize the specifications 
[23]-[26]. 

Time CSP is far better than RT- Z to describe process 
control and has the ability to handle timing delays and 
timeouts with much more simplicity. RT-Z is much 
complicated than TCOZ.  The sequence of the events is well 
determined by Time CSP than RT- Z. Then preconditions are 
not calculated in TCOZ. Similarly there is no requirement to 
have in depth reasoning mechanism for Time CSP [1]. 

G. Mode Charts 
Mode charts are graphical specification language and use 

state charts. These have the ability to specify discrete time 
model and have linear time temporal logic. Semantics of 
mode charts are defined and are discussed in [36] and there 
exists mechanical verification of mode charts [8]. These 
characteristics make Mode charts a formal language . 

Mode charts get complicated when specifying complex 
and large systems. Mode charts result from state charts and 
have same degree of ease to test. Mode charts use modes and 
transitions to specify time dependent behaviour [8][36]. 

 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Temporal correctness can never be guaranteed, however, 

with formal models these systems can be made more reliable 
and fault tolerance can be provided.  With more and more use 
of software dependent real-time systems; there is more need 
to carefully model such systems.  

In this study, it is found that RT-Z and TCOZ are both 
based on Z formal methods. In order to eliminate redundant 
efforts, an effort can be made to find semantic relation 
between these languages. If TCOZ is more expressive than 
RT-Z and subsumes RT-Z then there exists possibility to 
focus efforts on TCOZ. However, in case of contradiction to 
the above assumption, RT-Z can be considered for future 
works instead of TCOZ.  
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